
CHAPTER -1

COMPUTER  LANGUAGE



What is a Language ?

 Human Language: Commonly used to express our 
views, feelings and other person expression. It can be 
oral or gestural kind of communication.



What is a Computer Language?

 A “computer language” is a way of communication with a

computer.

 To communicate with a computer we need a language that

a computer understands.

 For every action computer need instructions.

 The Instruction can be given by Program.
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 A “Program” is a set of instructions that tells the computer
what to do.

 Example:-

Q. Write a program to display a word “Hello, world”.

Solution:

Print (“Hello, world”)

Note: Here Print( ) is a function to print the specified
message.
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What is a Program? 



 The process of writing specific instructions in a computer

language is called Programming.

 Each Programming language has its own specific rules.
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Types of Language

 The computer language is classified into Four (4) 
types:

i) Machine Language

ii) Assembly Language

iii) High Level Language

iv) Fourth Generation Language



Machine Language (First Generation)

 It is the only language that a computer understands.

 It is expressed in binary form i.e 0’s and 1’s where 0 means 

“OFF” state and 1 means “ON” state.

 It has very high speed and very low memory utilization.

 It is a machine-dependent.

 It is also known as Low Level Language(LLL).



Example of Machine Language



Assembly Language (Second Generation)

 It uses mnemonic codes or symbols in place of 0’s and 1’s.

 Example: 

In binary language the operation code for ADD is 0100 in binary 

language.

 It is easier to work with Assembly language than in machine 

language.

How ???????

 It has to be converted into machine language by Translator 

program(i.e called as Assembler).

Why  ?????????



 It is a machine-dependent.

 It is also known as Low Level Language(LLL).


